Wireless capsule endoscopy for pediatric small-bowel diseases.
Although capsule endoscopy (CE) is becoming an increasingly popular procedure, only recently data on its clinical application in pediatric gastroenterology are just emerging. Our aim is to investigate the diagnostic value of CE in small intestine diseases and to determine its safety, tolerance, and applicability in a large number of pediatric patients referred to our Tertiary Center of Pediatric Gastroenterology Unit, University of Parma. A total of 87 Italian patients, 49 of which were male with an age range from 18 months to 18 yr with a suspected small-bowel disease (inflammatory bowel disease 37%, polyps 38%, obscure gastrointestinal bleeding 24%, malabsorption 1%), were investigated with the M2A capsule (GIVEN((R)) Imaging Ltd., Yoqneam, Israel). A total of 77 patients swallowed the capsule, while in 10 it was endoscopically positioned (age range 1.5-11 yr, median age 5.3 yr). Eighty patients naturally evacuated the capsule, one patient needed surgery. The capsule evidenced pathological findings in 62 patients (71%), ileal lymphoid nodular hyperplasia in four subjects (5%), it was negative in 18 subjects (21%), and technically failed in three subjects (3%). In 21 out of 28 patients with known polyposis and in all the five patients with suspected polyposis, small-bowel polyps were found. In 16 out of 22 patients suffering from known inflammatory bowel disease (Crohn's disease colitis or indeterminate colitis), small intestine lesions were found. CE examination identified a possible small intestine bleeding source in 13 out of 21 patients with suspected obscure gastrointestinal bleeding. In 5 out of 10 patients with suspected small-bowel inflammatory disease, CE evidenced ileum lesions suggesting Crohn's disease, which was subsequently confirmed through diagnostic procedures and the clinical history. A patient with malabsorption presented a negative capsule study. Our experience, which includes the largest number of pediatric patients and the youngest child reported in literature, confirms that CE is a very useful system for the clinical work in suspected small-bowel diseases in infancy. The high rate of positive examination is due to the very careful selection of the patients, obligatory to conduct a safe examination since CE is not highly tested in children.